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3- Point Questions 

 
1. I wonder what’s going on in the city; never …………… been so many tourists here as 
today. 
A) have there B) there have C) it has D) was E) did there 
 
2. I shouldn’t have offered to organize the party. I think I …………… off more than I can 
chew. 
A) have taken B) have got C) have bitten D) have eaten E) have swallowed 
 
3. The …………… is regarded as the national instrument of Wales. 
A) bagpipe B) harp C) guitar D) violin E) bell 
 
4. Britain is generally more class-conscious than America, and members of the upper-
class are sometimes accused of …………… . 
A) pessimism B) social-climbing C) intrusion 
D) snobbery E) shyness  
 
5. Porridge, the standard English breakfast dish, has gradually been replaced by 
prepared cereals which do not need …………… . 
A) sugar B) cooking C) appetite D) washing E) roasting 
 
6. Because of the destruction of their habitats, some species are  
…………… extinction. 

7. A feeling of tiredness…………… the soldier on duty and he struggled to keep awake. 
A) conquered B) took C) overcame D) put out E) occurred 
     
8. He made every endeavour to overcome the difficulties he was facing. What is the 
meaning of the word in italics? 
A) effort B) movement C) promise D) gesture E) sign 
 
9. How can we …………… the problem of over-staffing without actually sacking 
people? 
A) drop in B) look after C) pass away D) turn up E) get round 
 
10. Look at these plural forms of nouns. Which is the odd one out? 
A) teeth B) trees C) oxen D) men E) lice 
 

 

A) about to B) due to C) likely to 
D) on the verge of E) on the point  
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4- Point Questions 

 
11. Which of these is not an item of clothing? 
A) tuxedo B) hoodie C) woven D) gown E) poncho 
 
12. The correct definition of the word “compass” is: 
A) an instrument for navigation B) an instrument for measuring area 
C) an instrument for cutting paper D) an instrument for measuring length 
E) an instrument for weighing things  
 
13. Americans move …………… on average 13 times in their lifetime, often to find work 
or to get a better job. 
A) house B) dwelling C) home D) habitat E) flat 
 
14. Which is the extra word in the following sentence?  
The stone is too heavy to lift it. 
A) the B) too C) to D) it E) heavy 
 
15. Up until their defeat last Sunday, our local football team …………… a single match. 
A) had never been losing B) have never lost C) had never lost 
D) was never lost E) had never been lost  
 
16. He boasted …………… getting the highest score in the test. 

17.  This morning I woke up to the mouth-watering aroma of freshly ground 
…………… and sizzling …………… 
A) milk/sausages B) tea/ bacon C) coffee/ yogurt 
D) coffee/ bacon E) cheese/ coffee  
 
18. Complete the sentence: Eventually I brought the conversation …………… to the 
subject of money. 
A) up B) over C) in D) through E) round 
 
19. Choose the correct phrase to complete the sentence:  
Peter isn’t very self-confident. I think he’ll …………… and cancel the whole project. 
A) put his foot in B) foot the bill C) put his feet up 
D) put his foot down E) get cold feet  
 
20.”To be down in the dumps” means to be …………… .  
A) sad B) stupid C) poor D) ignorant E) irresponsible 

A) of B) about C) at 
D) with E) on  
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5- Point Questions 

 
21. Which President freed the slaves? 
A) Thomas Jefferson. B) George Washington. C) Abraham Lincoln. 
D) Benjamin Harrison. E) John Adams.  
 
22. Mrs. Evans can’t go to work today because her child has come 
…………… a mysterious illness. 

23. An Indian student moves to the United Kingdom to attend the university. The 
disorientation he feels is called …………… . 
A) counterculture B) culture shock C) culture lag 
D) cultural relativism E) culture vulture  
 
24. This neighborhood isn’t very attractive. I like the house …………… . 
A) moreover B) to C) too D) also E) though 
 
25. Which of the following words does not contain a silent letter? 
A) practical  B) sword  C) doubt  D) climber  E) scientist 
 
26. Find the verb that is suitable in both contexts:  
You can …………… the volume by pressing these keys.  
It was very difficult for me to …………… to being a full time employee again. 
A) cope B) turn C) transform D) adjust E) adapt 
 
27. You can …………… both to a religion and Dollars into Euros: 
A) change B) convert C) exchange D) turn E) switch 
 
28. What does the blue background on the UK flag represent? 
A) England B) Wales C) The Republic of Ireland 
D) Scotland E) Northern Ireland  
 
29. Balloons, candy floss, merry-go-rounds and clowns are very popular …………… 
children.  
A) to B) with C) for D) at E) in 
 
30. He looks pale and run …………… . I doubt he is eating properly. 
A) over B) down C) off D) into E) onto 
 

A) out with B) down with C) down on 
D) in for E) into  


